
Party B is granted promotion links by Party A (MBFX) and is able to conduct brand promotions and
client referrals during the contract period.
Party B commits to fulfilling the target set by Party A (MBFX), and Party B will receive the
corresponding promotion cash rewards.
Active Referrals: The trading account must be activated with deposits. (Customers from different
countries shall be uniquely identified with valid national certification.)
Party A (MBFX) commits to payment to Party B when accomplishing promotion targets in accordance
with the agreement.
MBFX's promotion events are also open to eligible clients referred by introducing brokers, who will
receive corresponding prizes.

Cooperation Content
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                                     The above-mentioned rewards and targets are based on a per-quarter basis.
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MBFX guarantees the payment of rewards to Party B after completing promotion targets.
Application Method: After completing the promotion targets, please contact your account manager to
apply for the reward, or send an email directly to partners@mbfx.co
Settlement Method: MBFX will calculate the reward in cash.
Payment Schedule: 15 working days after the contract period expires.
Payment Method: The reward will be transferred to the client's bank account.
Trading FX pairs, XAUUSD, XAGUSD for 1 lot on MT5 are recorded as 1 standard lot. Trading INDEX,
UKOUSD, USOUSD, for 1 lot on MT5 are recorded as 0.1 of a standard lot. Commodities, Stock CFDs,
and Crypto are not applicable.
Within the promotion period, the reward can only be settled once. Settlements cannot be divided into
multiple calculations, and the contract ends when the settlement has been made.

MBFX has the right to supervise and guide IB throughout the process.
MBFX has the obligation to pay the exact amount of the reward to IB according to the service
agreement.
MBFX will not deliver any rewards to IB who fail to achieve promotion targets during the reward
period.
MBFX reserves the full right to deny payment for any illegal actions from IB, such as cheating, fraud,
or dishonest ways of promotion.
During the event, any breach of these Terms and Conditions of the Event, such as using the same IP
address for trading at the same time, conducting unauthorized, misconduct, fraudulent, or other
improper usage, such as arbitrage, scalping, high-frequency trading, latency arbitrage, and malicious
hedging with multiple accounts, etc., MBFX has the right to decline participation, immediately cancel
one's qualification, deduct improper profits, and terminate the partnership with clients. Any
termination of the partnership (disqualification of events, deduction of improper profits, etc.) caused
by improper trading shall be borne by traders themselves. MBFX has sole discretion to determine the
trading methods. In addition, for the protection of clients' rights and privacy, MBFX may not be able to
provide relevant proof of events. Clients participating in this event are regarded as fully
understanding and accepting the above content. If clients are judged to have improper trading
behavior, they have no right to post malicious comments or words that would damage MBFX's
reputation on any social media or channels; otherwise, one should bear legal responsibilities.

Reward Settlement

Broker Rights and Obligations
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IB must provide promotion services for MBFX in accordance with the content agreed upon in Article 2
of this agreement.
When IB accomplishes the promotion target, they have the right to demand the reward payment from
MBFX.

IB Rights and Obligations:
1.

2.

Notice: During the event, clients are forbidden to engage in malicious or fraudulent behavior. MBFX
reserves the right to terminate its contract and will not issue any rewards.

Risk Warning:
MBFX provides leveraged derivative products, including forex and CFDs. Please note that leveraged
products may NOT be suitable for all investors since these carry a high level of risk to your capital, and it
is possible to lose more than your net deposit. It is your responsibility to fully understand that when
trading on a margin or leverage basis, your capital is at risk, and carefully consider your investment
objectives, trading knowledge, experience, and affordability. Please do not trade if you are unable to
afford the loss that the trading may bring. It is recommended to seek independent and professional
suggestions if you have any questions or concerns about the products MBFX provides.
Please note that MBFX does NOT intervene or take responsibility for the loss caused by the following
trading advice or copying trades.
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